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Abstract
We consider the uniform model of computation over arbitrary structures with two constants. For several
structures, including structures over the reals, we construct oracles which imply that the relativized versions
of P and NP are equal or are not equal. Moreover we discuss some special features of these oracles resulting
from the undecidability of halting problems in order to explain the diﬃculties to deﬁne structures of ﬁnite
signature which satisfy P = NP. We show that there are oracles which lose their non-deterministic self-
reducibility which is suﬃcient for a recursive deﬁnition if their elements are compressed to tuples of ﬁxed
length.
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1 Introduction
The uniform model of computation over arbitrary algebraic structures K can be
deﬁned in analogy to the BSS model over the real numbers introduced by L. Blum,
M. Shub, and S. Smale [5, 4]. For the structure K{0,1} =df ({0, 1}; 0, 1; ;=) which
is also the basic structure for Turing machines (compare [2]) and for structures like
the ordered ring of reals used in case of the BSS model, questions like P =? NP are
open. For the classical setting, T. Baker, J. Gill, and R. Solovay [1] constructed
relativized versions of P and NP which imply diﬀerent relationships between these
classes. There are oracles O such that the classes PO and NPO are equal and other
oracles such that they are not equal. T. Emerson [10] transferred these results to
the ring of reals and other ordered rings. In the classical setting, the proofs rely on
the enumerability of the programs of oracle machines. Emerson introduced oracles
of a new kind where he used the codes of BSS machines as speciﬁed in [5]. In this
way the authors showed that, in both settings, for Turing machines as well as for
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BSS machines, the extension of the machines by oracles is not very useful for solving
the central problems like P =? NP. This implies questions like the following for any
structures K: Which relationships between the relativized versions of PK and NPK
will we obtain if we permit oracles for machines over K? Can we provide evidence
that the construction of new oracles is not really helpful for solving the P =? NP
problem, by deﬁning oracles O and Q satisfying POK = NPOK and PQK = NPQK for
structures for which the relation between PK and NPK is known? Is it possible to
derive new relations of ﬁxed arity from these oracles in order to get PM = NPM for
new structures M?
2 The Model of Computation
Let struc(U) be the class of structures K = (U ; (dj)j∈J0 ; (fj)j∈J1 ; (Rj)j∈J2 ,=) with
the constants dj ∈ U , the operations fj , and the relations Rj . Any of these oper-
ations, fj , has some ﬁxed arity nfj ≥ 1 and any relation Rj has some ﬁxed arity
nRj . For any K ∈ struc(U), we deﬁne the K-machines in analogy to [5, 24, 11] such
that we get a natural format of abstract computers for this kind of structures, on
the one hand, and such that one has to consider only a small number of kinds of
instructions, on the other hand.
Every K-machine M is equipped with registers Z1, Z2, . . . for the elements of
U and with a ﬁxed number of registers I1, I2, . . . , IkM for indices in N
+ = N \ {0}.
For an input (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ U∞ =df
⋃∞
i=1 U
i, the sequence x1, . . . , xn, xn, xn, . . . is
assigned to the registers Z1, Z2, . . .. The index registers get the content n. After
the input the machine executes its program deﬁned by a ﬁnite sequence of labelled
instructions until an output instruction is reached. The computation, copy, and
branching instructions have the form Zj := fk(Zj1 , . . . , Zjnfk
), Zj := dk, ZIj := ZIk ,
and if cond then goto l1 else goto l2 where cond can be of the form Zj = Zk
or Rk(Zj1 , . . . , ZjnRk
). The K-machines perform these instructions as a computer.
Each function and each relation of K is processed within a ﬁxed time. The index
registers are used in the copy instructions. For useful copying, we also allow Ij := 1,
Ij := Ij + 1, and if Ij = Ik then goto l1 else goto l2. Moreover, oracle machines
can execute if (Z1, . . . , ZI1) ∈ O then goto l1 else goto l2 for some oracle O ⊆ U∞.
The non-deterministic machines are able to guess an arbitrary number of arbitrary
elements y1, . . . , ym ∈ U in one step after the input and to assign the guesses
to ZI1+1, . . . , ZI1+m. Note, that we do not restrict the domain for m to simplify
matters. m is independent of n. However, a machine can use at most t guesses
within t steps. In any case, the size of an input (x1, . . . , xn) is, by deﬁnition, its
length n. If the output instruction is reached, then (Z1, . . . , ZI1) is the output and
the machine halts.
Let MK and MNK be the sets of deterministic and non-deterministic K-machines,
respectively. Let, moreover, the machines in MK(O) and MNK(O) be able to use the
oracle O.
Let us assume in the following that the considered structures contain two con-
stants a = d1 and b = d2. We denote the class of these structures by struca,b(U).
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Then we say that a deterministic K-machine accepts (or rejects, respectively) a tu-
ple x ∈ U∞ if the machine outputs a (or b, respectively) on input x. A K-machine
M accepts an input (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ U∞ non-deterministically if there is some ﬁnite
sequence of guesses (y1, . . . , ym) ∈ U∞ such that M outputs a on input (x1, . . . , xn)
for the guesses y1, . . . , ym. The execution of one instruction is one step of the com-
putation process. That means that each step can be executed in a ﬁxed time unit
and that the cost of an instruction is 1. A K-machine will come to a halt in poly-
nomial time if there is a polynomial p such that, on every input (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ U∞
(and for any guesses), the machine performs at most p(n) instructions before the
output is generated. The decidability and the recognition (or semi-decidability) of
a problem P over K results from the computability of its (partial) characteristic
function fP : U∞ → {a, b} by some K-machine.
For any structure K, let PK and NPK denote the usual complexity classes of de-
cision problems P ⊆ U∞ decided or non-deterministically recognized by a machine
in MK or in MNK in polynomial time (where an input is only accepted if and only
if it is in P). DECK contains all problems decided by a machine in MK. For any
oracle O, POK , NPOK , and DECOK denote the classes extended to machines which can
also use O.
Let strucﬁna,b(U) be the class of structures of ﬁnite signature of the form
(U ; a, b, d3, . . . , dk0 ; f1, . . . , fk1 ;R1, . . . , Rk2 ,=) for some k0 ≥ 2 and k1, k2 ≥ 0.
For any structure K ∈ strucﬁna,b(U), we can deﬁne universal deterministic and non-
deterministic K-machines which are able to simulate the machines M ∈ MK and
M ∈ MNK, respectively, on any input x if they get x and a suitable code of M as
input. In order to encode the programs of these machines by strings which can be
transformed into tuples in U∞, we consider strings over any alphabet U where U
can also be inﬁnite. The concatenation of any strings s1, s2 ∈ U∗ is denoted by s1s2,
and for r ∈ U∗ and S,S1,S2 ⊆ U∗, we have S1S2 = {s1s2 | s1 ∈ S1 & s2 ∈ S2},
rS = {r}S, and Sr = S{r}.
Deﬁnition 2.1 Let Scode =df b2({a, b}∗\({a, b}∗b2{a, b}∗)) be a set of strings which
are suitable to be codes and which contain the sub-string b2 as preﬁx only. Let Code∗K
be an injective mapping of the set of all deterministic and non-deterministic oracle
K-machines into Scode such that every character of the program is unambiguously
translated into a string by this mapping where the oracle queries are encoded in-
dependent of the used oracle by taking the same characters as codes for all oracle
queries.
Note that we omit the index K since confusion is not to be expected. Since,
in general, the strings over U are not elements of U , we use tuples as codes. Any
(c1, . . . , ck) ∈ U∞ can be stored in k registers.
Deﬁnition 2.2 For every non-empty string s = c1 · · · ck ∈ U∗ where |s| = k ≥ 1,
let s be the representation of s in the form of a tuple (c1, . . . , ck) ∈ Uk ⊂ U∞,
that means that c1 · · · ck = (c1, . . . , ck).
To simplify matters, we use the vector notation for the tuples and for the parts
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of tuples. (x, c1 · · · ck) stands for (x1, . . . , xn, c1, . . . , ck), and the like. Moreover,
for any t ≥ 1, t˜ stands for bta and Code is deﬁned by Code(M) = Code∗(M)
for any machine M.
Deﬁnition 2.3 Let the Universal NPK-Problem, the Halting Problem, and a spe-
cial halting problem with respect to K ∈ strucﬁna,b(U) be given by
UNIK= {(t˜, x, Code(M))| x ∈ U∞& M∈ MNK &M accepts x within t steps},
HK = {(x,Code(M)) | x ∈ U∞ & M∈ MK & M halts on x},
HspecK = {Code(M) | M ∈ MK & M halts on Code(M)}.
The ﬁrst problem can be recognized by a universal non-deterministic machine
in polynomial time. We can generalize some known results.
Proposition 2.4 For each structure K ∈ strucﬁna,b(U), UNIK is NPK-complete.
Corollary 2.5 For each structure K ∈ strucﬁna,b(U), we have
(1) PK = NPK if and only if UNIK ∈ PK,
(2) PK = NPK if UNIK ∈ DECK.
Let us mention that the ﬁnite signature of the structure is a suﬃcient but not
a necessary assumption for the deﬁnition of NPK-complete problems. For example,
for linear Rlin-machines over the reals and for scalar Zsc-machines over the integers
which can only execute the multiplication by constants, we can encode the constant
factors by themselves, but there is not a universal machine (see [24, 13]). How-
ever, although there is not any NPZsc-complete problem, there are NPRlin-complete
problems (see [13]).
The undecidability of the Halting Problem is known for Turing machines, for
BSS machines, for While programs on standard algebras [28], and so on. For these
problems, the undecidability results from the enumerability of the codes of machines
and the undecidability of halting sets investigated in [5, 4, 28], respectively. For
BSS machines and restricted classes of BSS machines, further halting problems were
considered, for instance, in [25] and in [12].
Proposition 2.6 For each K ∈ struca,b(U), HK ∈ DECK implies HspecK ∈ DECK.
Proposition 2.7 For each K ∈ struca,b(U), HspecK ∈ DECK.
Proof. Assume that there is a K-machine M0 which decides HspecK . Let M1 be the
following machine. M1 works as M0 until the output instruction of M0 is reached,
M1 does not halt if the output of M0 is a, and M1 halts if the output of M0 is b.
That means, that M1 executes instructions like
l : Z2 := a; if Z1 = Z2 then goto l; output Z1
iﬀ M0 executes an output instruction of the form
l : output Z1.
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Therefore, M1 halts on Code(M1) iﬀ the output of M0 on Code(M1) is b, and
consequently, iﬀ Code(M1) is not in HspecK , and thus, iﬀ M1 does not halt on
Code(M1). This is a contradiction. 
Corollary 2.8 For each K ∈ struca,b(U), HK is not decidable by a K-machine.
3 The Equality of Relativized Versions of P and NP
We shall deﬁne a universal oracle O with POK = NPOK for any structure K which
permits to compute the codes of the programs of machines over K. The ﬁrst con-
struction is restricted to structures of ﬁnite signature with two constants. Then,
we can explicitly encode the programs of machines character-by-character similarly
as in [10]. We transfer and modify the deﬁnitions given in [1] and [10]. The ideas
for the deﬁnitions go also back to S. A. Cook, R. Karp, A. Meyer, M. Fischer, and
H. B. Hunt. (For more details see [1].) The tuples which can occur in the oracles
O1(= O(K)1 ) and O2(= O(K)2 ) (for a given K ∈ struc(U), we omit the index K) have
the same form as the elements of a universal problem.
Deﬁnition 3.1 For any K ∈ strucﬁna,b(U), let
UNI(K)1 (O) = {(t˜, x, Code(M)) | x ∈ U∞ & M∈ MNK(O) & M(x) ↓t}
be the Universal NPOK -Problem where M(x) ↓t means that M accepts x for some
guesses within t steps. Let O1(= O(K)1 ) be a universal oracle deﬁned by O1 =⋃
i≥0 Wi where W0 = ∅ and
Wi = {(t˜, x, Code(M)) ∈ U i | M ∈ MNK(
⋃
j<i
Wj) & M(x) ↓t}.
For any oracle O, UNI(K)1 (O) is NPOK -complete since the codes of machines allow
to simulate the single steps of the oracle machines using the oracle O by only one
universal oracle machine in polynomial time. Moreover, for any i ≥ 0, we have
UNI(K)1 (O1) ∩ U i = UNI(K)1 (
⋃
j<i Wj) ∩ U i = Wi since the length of a tuple in an
oracle query, executed within the ﬁrst t steps, is less than t + n < i for any input
(x1, . . . , xn). This implies UNI
(K)
1 (O1) = O1. Because of O1 ∈ PO1K we get the
following.
Proposition 3.2 For any K ∈ strucﬁna,b(U), there is some O such that POK = NPOK .
Remark 3.3 A further characterization of the power of the universal oracle O1
is possible by comparison of the classes PO1K and NP
O1
K with the classes of the
polynomial hierarchy PHK and the class PATK containing the problems recognized
in polynomial alternating time (for the deﬁnitions of these classes see [2, 7–9]). For
any K ∈ strucﬁna,b(U), we know that PHK ⊆ PATK [9] and PATK ⊆ PO1K [18].
The mentioned NP-completeness of UNI(K)1 (O) is not a necessary assumption
for the construction. Proposition 3.2 can be generalized to any structure K if every
oracle machine can be encoded by a computable tuple u ∈ V =df {v ∈ U∞ | v ∈
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b2(U∗ \ (U∗b2U∗))}. For structures of enumerable signature, the possible codes are
the indices of a list of all programs as in the deﬁnition in [1], or they can have a
form like the codes of the linear or scalar real machines, where the operations are
encoded by real numbers, and so like. In this way we get the wished oracles also
for many structures of inﬁnite signature. Let, for any oracle O,
UNI(K)2 (O) = {(t˜, x, u) ∈ U∞ |
u ∈ V & (∃M ∈ MNK(O))(u is the code of M & M(x) ↓t)}
be a universal problem restricted to non-deterministic K-machines which can use
O. UNI(K)2 (O) is NPOK -hard if every code of a machine M can be computed by a
deterministic K-machine NM on any input x. For O2(= O(K)2 ) =
⋃
i≥0 Wi deﬁned
by W0 = ∅ and
Wi = {(t˜, x, u) ∈ U i |
u ∈ V & (∃M ∈ MNK(
⋃
j<i Wj))(u is the code of M & M(x) ↓t)},
there holds UNI(K)2 (O2) ∩ U i ⊆ Wi for any i > 0 if the codes (including the oracle
queries) are independent of the used oracle. This implies the following.
Proposition 3.4 For any K ∈ struca,b(U), for which the oracle machines can be
encoded by computable tuples in U∞ independently of the used oracle, there is some
oracle O such that POK = NPOK .
4 The Inequality of Relativized Versions of P and NP
We shall present three kinds of oracles Q1(= Q(K)1 ), Q2(= Q(K)2 ), and Q3(= Q(K)3 )
for several structures K, in order to get the inequality between the corresponding
relativized classes. The ﬁrst two oracles are deﬁned recursively by means of diago-
nalization techniques. These techniques were also used by Gill, Baker, Solovay, and
R. Ladner (for details see [1]) and Emerson [10]. We simplify and generalize the
construction for Archimedean rings given by Emerson and for special groups in [19].
4.1 The Classical Way to Deﬁne the First Kind of Oracles
If K is in the class strucenuma,b (U) of structures of enumerable signature, then the
wished oracle can be deﬁned recursively on the numbers of programs as in [1]. We
take positive integers in order to
• enumerate all programs of oracle machines whose form (including the oracle
queries) is independent of the used oracle,
• encode all polynomials which can be used to deﬁne time bounds for the compu-
tation processes,
• encode all couples of polynomials and programs.
Let i ∈ N+ be the code of a pair (pi, Pi) which determines a class of deterministic
oracle K-machines {NBi | B ⊆ U∞} by the following.
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(a) The machine NBi performs the instructions of the program Pi.
(b) If NBi queries an oracle, then NBi uses the oracle B.
(c) The number of the instructions of Pi carried out by NBi is simultaneously
counted by NBi by means of an additional index register.
(d) For any input in Un, the machine NBi halts after at most pi(n) steps of the
execution of Pi. (The bound pi(n) can be computed by using index registers.)
(e) If the output of Pi is reached in this time, then NBi outputs the value deter-
mined by Pi. If the output instruction of Pi is not reached in this time, then
NBi rejects the input.
Then, for any oracle B and any problem in PBK there is an i ≥ 1 such that the
machine NBi decides this problem.
The Construction of Q1.
Let V0 = ∅ and m0 = 0. We construct the set Q1 in stages.





Vi = {x ∈ {a, b}ni | NWii rejects (a, . . . , a) ∈ Uni
& x is not queried by NWii on input (a, . . . , a) ∈ Uni},
mi = 2ni.
Finally, let Q1 =
⋃
i≥1 Wi and L1 = {y | (∃i ∈ N+)(y ∈ Uni & Vi = ∅)}.
Lemma 4.1 L1 ∈ NPQ1K \ PQ1K .
Proposition 4.2 For any structure K ∈ strucenuma,b (U) there is an oracle Q such
that PQK = NPQK .
4.2 The Second Kind of Oracles
Now, we want to consider mainly structures K whose signature and, consequently,
the programs of oracle machines over K are not countable. Let us assume that, for
any oracle B, all machines in MK(B) can be encoded by tuples in a set U ⊆ U∞
independently of the used oracle such that each u ∈ U represents a pair (pu, Pu)
which determines a class of deterministic oracle K-machines {NBu | B ⊆ U∞} sat-
isfying the properties analogously to (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e). Again this implies
that, for any problem in PBK, there is some u ∈ U such that NBu decides this problem
in polynomial time.
In order to get PQKR = NPQKR for the structure KR = (R;R; +,−, · ;≤,=) (where
any real number can be a machine constant) Emerson constructed a new kind of
oracles. For any program Pu and any polynomial pu, he considered the greatest
absolute value of all numbers used in a query by one of the oracle machines in
{NBu | B ⊆ U∞} if these machines get their own code u as input. In order to deﬁne
some oracle recursively, for any natural number n > 0, he summarized all codes of
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(pu, Pu) for which this greatest value is in the interval ]n−1, n]. Emerson restricted
his proofs to an Archimedean ring and he mentioned the possibility to transfer
his results to other ordered rings if the Axiom of Choice (AC) and, consequently,
the Well-Ordering Axiom are assumed. We can extend his investigation in two
directions.
(i) We permit any structure K with an inﬁnite universe U which allows to deﬁne
the necessary codes by tuples in U∞.
(ii) Since U is inﬁnite, we shall assume that there is an element α0 and an injective
mapping σ : U → U satisfying σ(αi) = αi+1 and αi+1 = α0 for all i ∈ N.
The mapping does not need to belong to the structure and it is not necessary
that this mapping can be deﬁned or computed over K. We denote the inﬁnite
sequence of images by 1¯, 2¯, . . . where n¯(= n¯K) =df σ(αn−1) for any n ∈ N+.
Remark 4.3 In this way we also answer the three questions posed by Emerson in
the last section of [10]. Our assumption is not equivalent to AC. If σ is computable,
then neither any restrictions for the operations and the relations of the structure
nor for the domain U \ {α0, α1, . . .} are necessary. The cardinality of the inﬁnite
universe U is not important for the construction.
For some other structures, the weaker Axiom of Depend Choice (DC) which was
introduced by P. Bernays in his paper [3] and which is used instead of the general
AC in the Analytical Topology can be suﬃcient. Let us consider an inﬁnite abelian
group which does not contain an element of inﬁnite order. Then we can consider
the inclusion relation on the set of all non-trivial subgroups. By DC there exists,
for instance, an inﬁnite sequence of subgroups (Gi)i≥0 whose members include their
predecessors properly. Moreover, this implies the existence of an injective mapping
σ by DC where σ(αi) ∈ Gi+1 \Gi.
The Construction of Q2.
Let us assume that U contains an inﬁnite sequence 1¯, 2¯, . . . given by an injective
mapping σ described above. Let V0 = ∅. We construct the set Q2 in stages.
Stage i ≥ 1: Let
Ki = {u ∈ U | (∀j > i)(∀B ⊆ U∞)




Vi = {(i + 1, u) | u ∈ Ki & NWiu rejects u}.
Finally, let Q2 =
⋃
i≥1 Wi and L2 = {y | (∃n ∈ N+)((n¯, y) ∈ Q2)}.
Lemma 4.4 L2 ∈ NPQ2K \ PQ2K .
Proposition 4.5 For any structure K ∈ struca,b(U) with an inﬁnite universe U
which allows to encode the K-machines by means of tuples in U∞ independently of
the used oracle, there is an oracle Q such that PQK = NPQK .
Remark 4.6 Simpler constructions are possible if there is an element which is not
computable from the codes in U . For instance, the deterministic oracle machines























hold if Q = {(√2, i) |
N ∅i rejects i}.
Remark 4.7 The construction given by Emerson was simpliﬁed and generalized
especially in order to show Proposition 4.5 for any structure of non-enumerable
signature. However, for structures K like the ordered ring over the reals we can
prove PQK = NPQK for further oracles Q. We will show that Q ∈ NPZKR \ PZKR . Note
that the proofs are the same for the unordered ring.
(1) Proof for Q ∈ NPZKR. Q can be non-deterministically recognized by a machine
in MNKR(Z) which queries the oracle whether the guesses y1 and y2 are integers and
which checks y1 = 0 and y1x = y2 for any input x.
(2) Proof for Q ∈ PZKR. Assume that there is a machine N in MKR(Z) which decides
Q in polynomial time. The decidability of a set of reals in polynomial time means
that there is a number t0 ≥ 1 such that any input x ∈ R is accepted or rejected
within t0 steps. Consequently, the number of computation paths of N traverse by
the inputs x ∈ R is ﬁnite. Thus, there is a ﬁnite set M = {p1, . . . , pm} containing
polynomial functions of arity 1 and degree d ≥ 1, such that each of these paths, P ,
can be described by a system SP consisting of conditions of the form pk(x) ≤ 0,
pk(x) > 0, pk(x) ∈ Z, and pk(x) ∈ Z where k ≤ m. An input x traverses a path
P if and only if it satisﬁes SP (for more details, compare also [12]). Moreover,
X = {x | (∃k ≤ m)(pk(x) ∈ Z)} is countable. Therefore, the set R \ (Q ∪ X) is
non-empty and it contains a real number r which is rejected by N . Let Pr be the
computation path of N traversed by r. Because of r ∈ X, SPr does not contain
conditions of the form pk(x) ∈ Z. If a condition of the form pk(x) ≤ 0 belongs to
SPr , then pk(r) < 0 holds. For any sequence of rational numbers (qi)i∈N with limit
r there is an i0 ∈ N such that, for all i ≥ i0, SPr is also satisﬁed by qi. This is a
contradiction to qi ∈ Q since we suppose that any computation path is either an
accepting path or a rejecting path.
4.3 The Third Kind of Oracles
The following oracle is not recursively deﬁned and we can use the undecidability
of the corresponding Halting Problem in the proof. We consider only the class
strucN¯a,b(U) containing all structures K ∈ strucﬁna,b(U) for which U includes an inﬁnite
set N¯ = {0¯, 1¯, 2¯, . . .} with the following properties.
• N¯ is deﬁned by some injective mapping σ of U into U where i + 1 = σ(¯i) = 0¯.
• N¯ is decidable by a deterministic K-machine.
• N¯ is enumerable by a deterministicK-machine which can compute 0¯ independently
of the input and which can compute i + 1 from i¯.
The constructions given in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 are possible for any classes of time
bounds limiting the work of the deterministic oracle machines. We can build, for
instance, some oracle Q such that EXPQK = NPQK holds if we use the exponential
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functions as time bounds. The next oracle implies the corresponding inequalities
for each class of time bounds.
The Deﬁnition of Q3.
For K ∈ strucN¯a,b(U), let
Q3 = {(t¯, x, Code(M)) ∈ U∞ | M ∈ MK & t ∈ N+ & M(x) ↓t}.
Lemma 4.8 For any K ∈ strucN¯a,b(U), HK ∈ NPQ3K and PQ3K ⊆ DECK.
By Corollary 2.8 we can conclude the following.
Proposition 4.9 For any K ∈ strucN¯a,b(U) there is some oracle Q such that PQK =
NPQK .
Remark 4.10 The results can be transferred to structures of inﬁnite signature
if they contain only ﬁnitely many relations and operations, for instance, to the
structure KR = (R;R; +,−, · ;≤,=).
5 Relations Instead of Oracles?
Since we do not know the answer for the classical problem P =? NP, we should study
the properties of all known structures K and the relationships between the classes
PK and NPK (like, for instance, in [23, 24, 21, 26, 6, 11]) and we should investigate
several possibilities to construct structures K with PK = NPK (compare [26, 22, 14–
18, 20, 27]). Inspired by a construction of a structure K of inﬁnite signature with
PK = NPK given by G. Mainhardt [22] where an inﬁnite number of relations was
derived from a universal NPK-problem, we want to discuss the following question.
Is it possible to replace the oracle O(K)1 for some K by one additional relation of
ﬁxed arity in order to get a structure M of ﬁnite signature with PM = NPM?
If we want to derive a new relation R (which can be satisﬁed only by tuples of
a ﬁxed length nR) from the oracle O1 such that any oracle query (Z1, . . . , ZI1) ∈ O
can be replaced by a condition of the form R(Z1, . . . , ZnR), then we have to compress
the tuples in O1 to tuples of length nR. Since, for many structures, it is not possible
to compute a bijection of the set of the ﬁnite sequences of elements into a set of
tuples of a ﬁxed length, here we want to consider a class of structures over strings
which allow to encode ﬁnite sequences of elements by single elements.
Deﬁnition 5.1 For an arbitrary universe U , let A = U∗ such that the elements of
U are the characters of the strings in A, and let struc∗(A) be the class of structures of
the form (A;A0; f1, . . . , fk1 , add, subl, subr;R1, . . . , Rk2 ,=) where A0 ⊆ A is a ﬁnite
set of constants and a, b, ε ∈ A0. add is a binary operation for adding a character
to a string. subr and subl are unary operations for computing the last character
and the remainder of a string, respectively. That means that these functions are
deﬁned for the strings s ∈ A, r ∈ A \ U , and c ∈ U by add(s, c) = sc, subl(sc) = s,
subr(sc) = c, add(s, r) = ε, subl(ε) = ε, and subr(ε) = ε. Each fi is an operation
on A. Each Ri is a relation on A.
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Lemma 5.2 {bi | i ∈ N} is decidable and enumerable over K ∈ struc∗(A).
Moreover, in encoding the elements of oracles we can use that the tuples of
strings can be encoded by strings in the following way.
Deﬁnition 5.3 For every string s ∈ A, let the value 〈s〉 be recursively deﬁned by
〈ε〉 = a and 〈rc〉 = 〈r〉ca for all strings r ∈ A and all character c ∈ U . For every
integer n > 1 and every tuple s = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ An, let 〈s1, . . . , sn〉 be the string
〈s1〉b2 · · · 〈sn−1〉b2〈sn〉.
Although the elements of the oracles O = O(K)1 and Q = Q(K)3 (for any
K ∈ struc∗(A)) have a similar form, we have diﬀerent relationships between the
relativized versions of PK and NPK. That implies, on the one hand, the conjec-
ture that it could be easy to deﬁne oracles O¯, Q¯ ⊆ A or new unary relations R
by compressing the sequences of strings in O,Q ⊆ A∞ to single strings in order




K = NPQ¯K and PKR = NPKR or PKR = NPKR for new
structures KR. On the other hand it implies the conjecture that it is not possible to
deﬁne oracles O¯ ⊆ A with PO¯K = NPO¯K since the diﬀerent relationships between the
complexity classes, relativized by using the oracles O and Q, respectively, mainly
are the result of the diﬀerent representation of the number of steps: In case of O,
the number of possible steps, t, is determined by the length of the tuple t˜. In case
of Q, the number of steps is given by only one element of the structure. To use
only single strings as codes of the elements of O in deﬁning a new oracle O¯ could
be easier said than done. The following results bear out that. They follow from the
undecidability of HspecK and
HspecK (O¯) = {Code(M) ∈ A∞ | M∈MK(O¯) & M halts on Code(M)}.
Theorem 5.4 For any K ∈ struc∗(A), the oracle
Q¯ = {bt〈x〉Code∗(M) ∈ A | M ∈ MK & t ∈ N+ & M(x) ↓t}
implies PQ¯K = NPQ¯K .
Whereas it is easy to transfer the construction of oracles in order to again obtain
inequalities between the relativized polynomial time complexity classes for struc-
tures over strings, the method does not work if we want to again get equations for
the relativized classes as it is shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.5 For any K ∈ struc∗(A), there is not any oracle satisfying
bt〈x〉Code∗(M) ∈ O¯ ⇔M ∈ MNK(O¯) & t ∈ N+ & M(x) ↓t .
Each deterministic machine over K{a,b}∗ = ({a, b}∗; a, b, ε; add, subl, subr; =) can
be simulated by some Turing machine. Thus, the following statement follows from
the undecidability of the Halting Problem for the set TM of Turing machines.
Proposition 5.6 The set
Q¯TM = {bt〈x〉Code∗(M) ∈ {a, b}∗ | M ∈ TM & t ∈ N+ & M(x) ↓t}
implies DECQ¯TMK{a,b}∗ = NP
Q¯TM
K{a,b}∗
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Remark 5.7 The last result remains true if we consider machines over the structure
({a, b}∗; a, b, ε; add, subl, subr; = a,= b) where any test has the form Zj = a or
Zj = b.
Remark 5.8 A possibility to deﬁne new relations R of arity 1 (or oracles containing
only single elements of the universe) derived from O(K)1 such that there holds PKR =
NPKR for the new structures KR, is presented in [14, 15, 18]. The crucial idea is
to deﬁne new relations R satisﬁed by padded codes of the elements of an NPKR-
complete problems. (For more details see [16, 17], too.) The subject of [14] is the
construction of a new structure of binary trees for which the equality of trees cannot
be decided in one step.
In this way we can once more substantiate the thesis that additional oracles are not
very helpful for solving the PK =? NPK problem for any structure K. On the one
hand, we know structures K with PK = NPK and we can deﬁne an oracle O which
implies POK = NP
O
K . On the other hand, we know structures M with PM = NPM
and we can deﬁne an oracle Q implying PQM = NPQM.
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